Applications are invited for the position of a university professor for Logistics Engineering (Technische Logistik) at the Institute of Logistics Engineering of Graz University of Technology (TU Graz), Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Economic Sciences. It is planned to fill this position after a selection procedure pursuant to Sec. 98 of the Austrian University Act 2002, by January 1st, 2023. The position will be based on a full permanent employment contract with TU Graz, as defined under the terms of Austrian civil law.

We are looking for an outstanding expert in the field of Logistics Engineering, especially material flow technology. Successful candidates can demonstrate a distinctive research profile due to their excellent performance in the addressed area, which includes conception as well as practical realization. In addition, they have experience in the application of modeling and simulation methods as well as the experimental validation of machines and systems in intralogistics. Furthermore, extensive knowledge to empower research in the topics of digitization, physical internet but also sustainability in material flow systems and the connection to extra logistics in a trend-setting and future-proof manner is required.

**Required candidate profile:**

- PhD-level university education, in Austria or abroad, in disciplines relevant for the position
- excellent qualification in Logistics Engineering in research and teaching
- excellent teaching competence
- management and leadership skills
- the ability to work in a team
- specific project experience and references in the area of Logistics Engineering
- excellent command of German and English.

The transfer of residence to the area of Graz is required.

Graz University of Technology aims to increase the proportion of women, in particular in management and academic staff, and therefore qualified female applicants are explicitly encouraged to apply. Preference will be given to women if applicants are equally qualified.

Graz University of Technology actively promotes diversity and equal opportunities. Applicants are not to be discriminated against in personnel selection procedures on the grounds of gender, ethnicity, religion or ideology, age, sexual orientation (Anti-discrimination). People with disabilities and who have the relevant qualifications are expressly invited to apply.
Candidates should submit their detailed application

- using the application form (attachments are accepted)
  
  https://www.tugraz.at/go/professorships-vacancies

- with a curriculum vitae (including a copy of the certificates and documents) including a description of the academic work in teaching and research or in industry

- including the five most important publications (pdf-format or source-link)

in electronic form by no later than

20th of April 2022.

(Date of receipt of email)

to the Dean's Office of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Economics, Univ.- Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Dr.techn. Franz Haas, Inffeldgasse 23/1, 8010 Graz, Austria (dekanat.mbww@tugraz.at).

The hearings for the shortlisted applicants are expected to take place on 23rd and 24th of June 2022 in Graz.

Der Dekan: Univ.-Prof. Dipl.-Ing. Dr,techn. Franz Haas

www.tugraz.at